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Barbara Fleming - Fwd: Re: WITS 200500313 - FSME

From: Timothy McCartin - /
To: Cardile, Frank; Delligatti, Mark - /,k
Date: 06/13/2007 2:45:59 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: WITS 200500313 - FSME
CC: > Imboden, Andy

What other shoe? We are sending this up based on the draft final standards recently
subimitted to OMB not what comes out of the OMB process. We can wait your call - just so
long as there is not a problem if it gets up there and there is not a firm WITS date. Who's
the new sheriff?

>>> Mark Delligatti 06/13/2007 2:41 PM >>>
All,

I would caution on giving the date and then having to ask for an extension in two weeks if
we guess wrong. There is a new sheriff on the 17th floor and she will likely punish us for
missing the date. Why not, at least, wait until the other EPA/OMB shoe drops?

Mark D.

>>> Timothy McCartin 06/13/2007 2:38 PM >>>
Frank:

At this time it would be disappointing to not get the package to the EDO this week (of
course we are waiting on Karen) - but I see no problem giving a date of June 29 for WITS -
if we do not meet that there will have been a major shift somewhere in which case we have
a strong basis for changing that date.

Tim

> > > Frank Cardile 06/13/2007 2:33 PM > > >
tim

what do you think? - - I would be reluctant to commit to a ticket date while things (namely
OMB approval of the package) is out of our hands

That said, we are busy trying to get this package to the EDO and the Commission before
the end of June

>>> Mark Delligatti 06/13/20072:05 PM >>>
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Frank,

What are your thoughts?

Mark
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